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Can You Read This?

6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
The aim: To discuss
how we benchmark
reading and discuss
what kind of readings/
texts are appropriate for
CLBs 1-8. We will have
reading samples for
participants to use and
assess the level. We will
also have a copy of the
new Canadian Language
Benchmark Document. It
is also available online at
language.ca.

an you read? Can you read this word? こにちわ*
What’s wrong with you? Well, silly me, you never
learned to read and write that language. Fortunately,
because you can read in English it wouldn’t be that hard
to teach you how to read—especially if the new language
has a roman-based, abc-like alphabet. Literacy students are
learners who haven’t had much chance to learn to read
and write in their own language. Perhaps they couldn’t
afford it, or they were busy moving [fleeing] to a different
country as a refugee. So for them, text is tricky - text has
never meant anything to them before.

• Bring at least one
sample from your
level.
• Bring any resources
you have used for
reading with your
learners.
• What questions do
you have about CLBs?

First, you have to recognize them. These kind of learners
may get classmates to help them and just mimic the words
their classmates are saying when called upon to read.
Don’t be fooled, their listening and speaking may be high
but they may need a ton of help to read a simple sentence.
You may have heard of someone who was born here and
didn’t learn to read. These people can accomplish lots
and have great strategies for getting by. So, they’re smart,
and, they may avoid discussing their issue. You have to
watch for them carefully. Next, students can take a literacy
assessment (called CLBLA) at Immigrant Services (ILVARC)
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by James Edel
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and then they can be placed in a literacy program. In
Calgary, there are literacy programs at Bow Valley College,
CIES, CIWA, CCCA, FESA, Mosaic Learning Institute, YWCA,
and Columbia College. Schools like Bow Valley College and
Columbia College offer a full time Literacy program which
may be very useful. Of course, as a tutor you could, yourself,
improve a literacy student’s ability to read. That’s your
challenge. Now ask yourself: How is the program I’m part
of addressing the needs of literacy students? Or another
challenge: Find a student who struggles with literacy and
be their champion.

How could your class deal with these kind of students?

Inspirational fact Re: Literacy in Africa: While many
African countries have low literacy rates, did you know that
Timbuktu, Mali is home to several famous libraries that
contain over 700,000 manuscripts that date back to the
13th century? Plenty of reading there! http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Timbuktu_Manuscripts_Project.
*For those of you whom it’s killing こにちわ is “hello”
in Japanese.
(James Edel currently teaches ESL at Columbia College in Calgary
and attends Foothills Alliance Church)

The following article references America, but is equally valid here. I hope that it provides some interesting food for thought. —JB

Hot and Cold Climate Cultures by Louisa Avery
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I

recently read a little book called Foreign to Familiar
by Sarah Lanier. Although she wrote it more for those
who travel to different cultures, I found it very helpful
in helping me to understand differences that I meet today
with the increase of immigrants into our country. Since we
have so many different cultures in our city (Nashville) right
now, I also think is is vital that we who work with others
have some understanding of cultural differences. This book
breaks down cultures into hot and cold climates:
Hot Climate Cultures are considered “relationship based”
and are listed as: Latin America, Asia, Pacific Islands,
Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, African, Southerners in the
U.S. and most of the world. Very rural cultures are considered
hot even if they are in colder climates such as Russians,

indigenous Alaskans, and mountain village people in Asia
and Eastern Europeans.
Cold Climate Cultures are considered “task-oriented”
and include: Canada, Northern Europe, Israel, Scandinavia,
Northern U.S., and the white populations of New Zealand,
Australia, southern Brazil, South Africa and Argentina….
countries that were settled by Europeans.
Sarah goes through stories illustrating how people have been
hurt, misunderstood, lonely, angered, etc. because of these
differences. Sarah addresses 7 areas of difference that we
will explore here. Please understand that we are, of course,
dealing with generalities and there are always exceptions.
(Continued on page 2)
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( Hot and Cold Climate Cultures: continued from page 1)

#1 Relationship vs. Task Orientation: Sarah claims that the Camp David
Peace Accords may have been a success partly because our President was
a Southerner and spent 3 days building relationships with the Middle
Eastern leaders. Carter was repected as one of the best mediators with
“hot climate” leaders. Meanwhile the reporters from DC and NYC who
wanted immediate results were going crazy! In the South, I love talking to
strangers and it is expected that you say hello and greet even store clerks.
When I go north to visit, I am greeted by task-oriented store clerks who
seem rude and impatient compared to the southern ones.

“Ask questions. Observe. Honor. Respect.
And most of all: embrace differences.”
It is important in hot climate cultures to establish a feel good relationship.
Here in the South we will not tell you what we really think if it will hurt
the relationship or your feelings. In the North, feelings have nothing to do
with it. They prefer to be brief and to the point. So the big difference in
hot vs cold cultures is really logic vs feelings.
#2 Indirect vs Direct Communication: In hot cultures, the relationship
and good feelings are most important. Therefore indirect answers and
requests are the norm. It is not considered polite to impose your preference
on another person. However, a cold climate person will be direct and
accurate. Here is an example: A tourist in a hot climate such as Turkey or
the Philippines will ask directions to someone on the street, “Where is the
nearest post office?”. This person gives them very friendly directions, but
after following them, the tourist is totally lost and nowhere near a post
office. Maybe there isn’t a post office. But a hot culture person cannot
bear to give bad news and needs to promote a friendly atmosphere, so
hence directions that leave the tourist happy and relieved but that have no
basis in reality. If you want to ask if something is bothering a hot climate
person, you need to be indirect. They will never tell you that they are
bothered. Direct approaches do not work in hot climate cultures.
#3 Group Identity vs Individualism: In cold climate cultures,
independence and individualism is promoted as a right and asset. With this
concept the Southern U.S. acts more like the cold climates. We Americans
have been taught that independence and self-sufficiency are best even in
the south. In the hot climates, belonging is more important. One person’s
actions reflect on the whole group. In international meetings, one hot
climate person’s views will usually represent the whole group, while an
American’s view will represent the individual.
#4 Inclusion vs Privacy: In hot cultures the group identity also means
that everyone is included in everything. Visits and meals are spontaneous,
people drop in and all is shared. No one is lonely or left out. But when the
author lived in Amsterdam, she was isolated and terribly lonely. In cold
climates, people structure their social lives and privacy. In hot climates
children are naturally included and “adults only” is rarely understood.
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Possessions are assumed to belong to the group to share with everyone in
the hot culture too.
#5 Different Concepts of Hospitality: In hot cultures, hospitality is the
context for relationship. It involves food and beverages offered in the home.
Spontaneity is a part of the hospitality….not a formal invitation. You are
expected to drop by and join in the activities. Hot cultures will take in and
care for the traveler even if it is a bed on the floor. Guests are not expected
to pay for anything but can offer gifts. Cold cultures take people out to
restaurants, send formal invites, entertain guests. They expect visitors to
provide for their own meals and hotels. It is a rude awakening for a hot
culture visitor to find out that he/she should have brought money! (In
most countries of the world, when someone suggests going for ice-cream
or a hamburger or meal, it means they are offering to pay.)
#6 Different Contexts of Culture: A formal culture (one that has been
around a long time, has strong traditions and has not been influenced by
other cultures) is “high context” and an informal culture is “low context”.
In high context cultures, everything matters. Low context cultures (those
less than 250 years old) are freer with their “rules”. The modern nation of
Israel is also low context…less than 100 years old. Korea is 5000 years old
and there are very strict social rules. In high context cultures it is who you
know that matters and your family heritage. What matters most in these
cultures is the greeting. Become aware of these “rules” so that you show
respect and honor in the high context cultures.
#7 Different Concepts of Time and Planning: Cold cultures are all
about planning, efficiency, goals and timeliness even up to a year in
advance. Hot cultures would never plan a year in advance. Think of the
difference between German punctuality and the Mexican, “It can be done
tomorrow”. Hot climate people are considered late and cold climate people
are considered neurotic. In time oriented cultures, the clock is in charge, the
taskmaster. In event oriented cultures, it is the occasion that is important.
And the occasion—let’s
say a wedding—may
begin with the decorating
and set-up at the time
that the cold culture
people thought the bride
should be walking down
the aisle.
All the knowledge from
these blogs and the book
is very helpful only if we
do not make assumptions and/or stereotype people. Use it to become
aware of others. Ask questions. Observe. Honor. Respect. And most of
all: embrace differences.
(Taken from the book ‘Foreign to Familiar’ by Sarah Lanier)
This article originally appeared on her blog at www.louisaavery.com (August
2011) and is re-printed by permission of the author. The book that she references
in her article, “Foreign to Familiar: A Guide to Understanding Hot and Cold
Climate Cultures” by Sarah Lanier is available at Amazon and other booksellers.
Click here for a link to the book.
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Treacherous Heart Contest: Purchase tickets for the
showing and automatically be entered to win a Friday
Night Out Prize Pack that includes complimentary VIP
tickets to our next showing!
WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT TREACHEROUS HEART?
Don’t miss the story about the film on OMNI channel’s
‘Culture Avenue’, Sunday, January 20th at 6:00 p.m.

DON’T MISS this very
special event! The
producer and some of the
cast will be on site!

FROM ISOLATION TO INTEGRATION:
Welcoming Newcomers into Community

2013 NETWORKING EVENT
Saturday, February 23, 2013

Marlborough Park Community Centre
9:00-11:00 am (registration begins at 8:45 a.m.)
To register, email: register@eslcooperative.ca
Cost: $15 pre-registered, $20 at the door.
Includes breakfast!
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DO YOU:

Friday, January 25th at 7:00 p.m.
at Rockpointe Church

Work with people from other cultures?
Live near someone from another country?
Want to welcome people from other cultures
in your church or school?
Do you want to feel
comfortable and confident
communicating
with people from other
cultures?
Join us for an Intercultural
Communication Workshop

255024 Lochend Road NW, Calgary
Treacherous Heart is an inspiring story highlighting the cultural clash
between immigrant parents and their children. A portion of the ticket sales
will go to supporting the integration of newcomers. View the trailer here.

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
Tickets are $15 each or 2/$25 in advance,
$15 each at the door

Purchase tickets at Rockpointe Church
or online at www.eslcooperative.ca

Proudly
presented
by

Cooperative
ESL Ministries

A few seats
still available!
Register
today!

Saturday, January 19th
at the Anglican Church of
the Good Shepherd
408 - 38 Street SW Calgary
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
A limited number of seats are open
to the public at $20 per person.
To register contact
bev@eslcooperative.ca
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